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Portable Optimizer is a small-sized software
application that facilitates a simple solution to

cleaning up disk space, by removing unnecessary or
unused junk files. It comes loaded with a few

cleanup options that can be figured out even by less
experienced users. No setup necessary As the name

of the program says, it's wrapped in a portable
package, which means you can save its files

anywhere on the HDD or on a removable storage
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unit, and directly launch Portable Optimizer on any
computer you want to clean, whether it's at home or

at work. It doesn't change Windows registry
settings. Remove unnecessary or unused files The
interface it adopts is not particularly attractive, yet

neatly organized. It's possible to clean up temporary
files, DLL and driver cache along with pre-

compiled setup files in the Windows directory, as
well as files in the My Documents and Recycle Bin
locations. Compress rarely used files and manage
autostart apps In addition, Portable Optimizer is

capable of compressing rarely used files, giving you
the possibility to specify the number of days to take

into account for their age. It automatically put
together a hierarchical view with large files that
you can study, and lets you manage applications
that automatically run at every Windows startup.

What's more, the utility provides shortcuts to
several Windows features, like installed programs

and other components, the Windows directory, and
Program Files. Evaluation and conclusion We

haven't come across any difficulties in our tests,
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thanks to the fact that Portable Optimizer didn't
hang, crash or display error messages. It completed
scan and cleanup jobs fast while remaining light on
system resources consumption. On the other hand,
it doesn't come bundled with too many advanced
settings. For example, it doesn't implement file
filters or let you remove all items from custom

locations. We must also keep in mind that Portable
Optimizer hasn't been updated for a long time.
Version 7.3 Portable Optimizer is a small-sized

software application that facilitates a simple
solution to cleaning up disk space, by removing

unnecessary or unused junk files. It comes loaded
with a few cleanup options that can be figured out
even by less experienced users. No setup necessary
As the name of the program says, it's wrapped in a

portable package, which means you can save its
files anywhere on the HDD or on a removable

storage unit, and directly launch Portable Optimizer
on any computer you want to clean, whether it's at
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1. Downloading DLL files through Internet
connections is time-consuming and often fails due
to the inefficient servers and the lack of ressources
to continue the downloads. 2. HDD space has to be

exploited and a lot of unnecessary junk files
accumulated on the computer, especially when

using Internet Explorer to surf the Web. 3. With
the help of KEYMACRO software, it is possible to

save the list of installed applications on the
computer, which can be manually added to the

Internet Explorer in any later date. 4. A database
with the list of recently accessed websites can be

managed and optionally associated with individual
domains. 5. Removing the elements of the list of
installed applications from the Internet Explorer

will never be as easy as with KEYMACRO
program. 6. The list of recently accessed websites

is also a very useful tool that allows you to
efficiently clear the RAM of temporary data and
make the computer run faster. 7. KEYMACRO
software is a safe option for those who want to
increase the safety of their computer, and save
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system resources by keeping the list of system
changes. File Ninja Review Feb 25th 2013 There

are tons of Windows utilities available on the
market today, but finding the right one for you isn't
always easy. File Ninja is a small-sized utility, yet

fully packed with features that can easily save your
day. No setup required File Ninja does not change
Windows registry settings. It only installs a small
service on the computer, which silently monitors

the temporary files generated and saved by the user
during operation. As soon as it notices a change in
the directory structure, it starts cleaning up junk
and waste files. Scan, remove, compress, manage
and backup all media and file types The program

comes with a large number of predefined files
types that can be scanned, removed, compressed,

and backed up. You can also protect each file with
a password, and schedule backup and compressing
jobs. Advanced settings The program can handle

lots of different files types, and has extensive
settings that let you specify the directory in which

to scan, the number of files to delete and the period
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of time to consider for their age. File Ninja Review
Feb 25th 2013 There are tons of Windows utilities
available on the market today, but finding the right
one for you isn't always easy. File Ninja is a small-
sized utility, yet fully packed with features that can

easily save your day. No setup required
1d6a3396d6
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It's a small and simple tool that can save you tons of
disk space. It doesn't really provide many settings,
but the interface is well organized and easy to
figure out. The utility is capable of scanning and
cleaning up temporary files, registry items, DLLs
and drivers, programs that automatically start, and
files in My Documents and Recycle Bin. It can
compress seldom used files and update Windows
Startup applications. It comes in a portable version,
with a useful tray icon, which can be used to clean
up even on computers where Windows isn't
installed. Portable Optima is the result of a long
process of optimizing the utilities previously
created by Xpirit. This is a small, but very simple
software that can be used to clean up disk space
without getting into Windows Registry or installing
complex tools. All the user has to do is launch the
utility, select the target disk and the list of items to
be deleted will be shown. Once the items have been
selected, Portable Optima will delete them. In
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addition, the utility can also compress seldom used
files, and save custom folders and programs on the
local drive, along with desktop shortcuts, and
schedule the operation at every startup. Portable
Optima features a fairly intuitive interface, but it
doesn't have a very powerful set of options and it
doesn't support complex file filters. We haven't
come across any difficulties in our tests, but the
software hasn't been updated for a long time, which
means there might be minor bugs. 1. Ad-Aware
Free - Ad-aware is a free anti-malware scanner. It
is reliable and well maintained. There are two main
components of ad-aware: Ad-Aware SE and Ad-
Aware Free. 3. Ad-aware SE - Allows users to
control what information is passed to Microsoft for
future removal. There are five different levels:
Prefer, Opt-in, Opt-out, Skip and No-op. 4. Anti-
spyware/Anti-malware/Adware detection
software/Spyware remover for general public/Anti-
spyware (Anti-Malware), Anti-malware and
Adware removal program for home user: The
program comes with anti-spyware, anti-malware
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and adware detection functions. It also blocks the
programs which are used to install a software or
download files. 5. Aviso -This is a free anti-
spyware

What's New In?

Portable Optima is a small-sized software
application that facilitates a simple solution to
cleaning up disk space, by removing unnecessary or
unused junk files. It comes loaded with a few
cleanup options that can be figured out even by less
experienced users. No setup necessary As the name
of the program says, it's wrapped in a portable
package, which means you can save its files
anywhere on the HDD or on a removable storage
unit, and directly launch Portable Optima on any
computer you want to clean, whether it's at home or
at work. It doesn't change Windows registry
settings. Remove unnecessary or unused files The
interface it adopts is not particularly attractive, yet
neatly organized. It's possible to clean up temporary
files, DLL and driver cache along with pre-
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compiled setup files in the Windows directory, as
well as files in the My Documents and Recycle Bin
locations. Compress rarely used files and manage
autostart apps In addition, Portable Optima is
capable of compressing rarely used files, giving you
the possibility to specify the number of days to take
into account for their age. It automatically put
together a hierarchical view with large files that
you can study, and lets you manage applications
that automatically run at every Windows startup.
What's more, the utility provides shortcuts to
several Windows features, like installed programs
and other components, the Windows directory, and
Program Files. Evaluation and conclusion We
haven't come across any difficulties in our tests,
thanks to the fact that Portable Optima didn't hang,
crash or display error messages. It completed scan
and cleanup jobs fast while remaining light on
system resources consumption. On the other hand,
it doesn't come bundled with too many advanced
settings. For example, it doesn't implement file
filters or let you remove all items from custom
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locations. We must also keep in mind that Portable
Optima hasn't been updated for a long time. Smart
Cleaner can easily keep your computer as clean as
possible. It has three features: ~ Hard disk space
cleaner ~ Easy to use ~ Scan only 1. Hard disk
space cleaner Does your computer seem to be full
of unused or unnecessary files? This application
can help you remove them easily. Smart Cleaner
does not have any setup needed to be installed on
your computer. Smart Cleaner can keep your
computer clean and safe, and free up hard disk
space for you. You can scan only needed folders to
save disk space. Or you can select groups of your
files to be scanned or deleted at a time. 2. Easy to
use Smart Cleaner has a clean and simple interface
that allows you to access all features easily. By
scanning, you
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System Requirements:

PlayStation®4 (PlayStation®VR Compatible
Required) Multi-core processor (CPU) 2.6 GHz or
higher PlayStation®VR Compatible Headset and
PlayStation®Camera required
PlayStation®Network Online multiplayer for up to
8 players ©2017 Sony Interactive Entertainment
Inc. Experience the thrill of VR with VR Mode in
the Moment of Truth, and hold onto your seat with
Immersive Mode in the classic 4-5-3 format. You
can now enjoy the game in two-player Mode as a 4-
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